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Project Activities/Progress

1. Pooled Fund Study Overall
   a. Face-to-face meeting was held
      i. Phoenix, AZ on December 2nd and 3rd
         1. Day1:
            a. MMITSS demonstration
            b. Project updates
               i. MMITSS II – final presentation
               ii. Mapping – project update
               iii. DSRC Rd/Wx – final presentation
            c. USDOT, CAMP/VIIC update
      2. Day2: CV PFS business
         a. Member activity update
         b. Basic Information Message presentation
         c. AASHTO WG/V2I DC/CV PFS discussion
         d. CV PFS future directions
         e. Phase III project discussion
   b. A no-cost-extension until 7/31/2016 (from 12/31/2015) is being processed.

2. Round#4 Projects
   a. Surveying/Mapping for CV Applications ($150,000 / 12 months)
      i. A no-cost-extension for additional three months until 3/31/2016 is being processed.

Project Status
The project is on schedule.

Invoice Notes
None